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A NOVEL METHOD FOR ECG DATA COMPRESSION
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Abstract: Storage and transmission limitations have made electrocardiogram (ECG) data compression an
important feature for most ECG computerized systems. In this paper a method for ECG data compression have
been proposed. The compression algorithm has been evaluated with the MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database. The
ability of the proposed method to compress ECG signals is investigated from the results obtained by
compressing and decompressing the test signals. The average percentage root mean square difference (PRD) of
about 4.86%, average compression ratio (CR) of about 9 and quality score (QS) of about 1.9 was achieved on
MIT-BIH data by the proposed method. The method is also compared with other compression algorithms and
showed superior performance in term of PRD, CR and QS.
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Introduction: Electrocardiogram (ECG) is an
important medical tool for monitoring and
diagnosing a patient’s heart. Further, ECG data is
used to diagnose many different health disorders,
including respiratory diseases, breathing disorders,
and neuro-degenerative diseases such as Parkinson’s
and Huntington’s disease. One of the largest
drawbacks to the use of electrocardiography,
however, is the large data size necessary to store ECG
signals. Some time we need to transmit the data from
one place to another using line phone or mobile for
right interpretation and diagnostic .in such situations
the ECG data is become mandatory to compress
effectively [1]-[3]. The goal of ECG compression is to
reduce the information rate as well as to preserve the
relevant in the reconstructed information with low
computations along with good compression ratio [4][7].
Compression methods can be classified in to lossy
and lossless compression out of which in lossy
compression smaller compressed files can be
generated in comparison to lossless methods by
paying the cost of some data. Further these methods
can be categorised in to three types namely i) Direct
methods, ii) Transformed methods and iii) Parameter
extracted methods. Many algorithms have been
proposed in the literature on direct data handling [8][13] transform method, [14]-[16] and parameter
extract methods [17], [18].
Direct methds generally preserve samples that
contain important information about the signal and
discarding the rest. The basic idea of all these
methods is to break the ECG signal into consecutive
linear segments. This is done by selecting a set of
significant samples in the encoder. Whereas
parameter extraction methods are mainly based on
linear prediction and long-term prediction methods.
It is an irreversible process, where a pre-processor is
employed to extract some features that are later used
to reconstruct the signal.
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Data : In the most emerging field of medical
engineering, research subjects like cardiac arrhythmia
detection, heart rate variability, ECG data
compression,
cardiovascular
and
pulmonary
dynamics and artificial intelligence based medical
decision support, etc. are of major interest. The
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) supplies
some valuable resources for such research projects.
These resources include databases containing
recorded physiological signals and software for
analyzing, viewing and creating such recordings. The
MIT-BIH
sinus
arrhythmia
database
(http://ecg.mit.edu) is an extended collection of
recorded physiological signals. In the present study,
18 ECG samples from Normal Sinus Arrhythmia
database are taken for inspecting the effectiveness of
the proposed technique. The recordings were
digitized at 360 samples per second per channel with
11-bit resolution over a 10 mV range.
Proposed Method: In the present work an effective
protocol ECG data compression have been proposed.
The proposed ECG compression technique can be
divided in the compression and decompression parts.
Following are the steps for compression and
decompression of ECG data
•
A portion of 8 ECG data samples is taken at a
time from the whole ECG data samples. Now only
these voltage values of ECG are sorted for further
processing.
•
Next step is the generation of sign bit.
Starting from first ECG sample if any sample is found
to be negative then one (1) and for positive, a zero (0)
is taken as the symbol of sign bit for the
corresponding ECG sample. The decimal equivalent
to these eight binary bits is considered as the sign bit
of the corresponding eight ECG data samples.
•
These ECG samples are then multiplied by an
appropriate large number to get integer number.
Those integers are now grouped maintaining some
essential logical criteria.
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•
The largest number from that array of 8 ECG
data samples is found out and using this largest
number a common amplification factor for eight
samples is generated.
•
Amplification factor = 9/largest number in a
ECG sample array Therefore after amplification,
integer part of each of the data sample will be either
less than or equals to nine and a set of eight data
samples can be considered as a decimal value.
•
Every set of 8 ECG data samples along with
the corresponding data like sign-bit and amplification
factor will now be printed maintaining the following
format.
Sign
Bit

Decimal equivalent of Eight
samples after multiplication by
amplification factor

Amplifica
tion
factor

In the decompression section of the proposed
technique, this data is reconstructed using reverse
programming logic by separating the sign-bit,
amplification factor and other information.
Results and Discussion: The efficiency of proposed
ECG compression technique is quantified in terms of
the

•
Compression ratio (CR) and
•
Percentage root mean square difference
(PRD).
CR is the ratio of size of original file(So)to size of
compressed file(Sc) and is given as

CR =

S0
Sc

Where and are the number of bits in original ECG file
and number of bits in the compressed file
respectively. PRD is the measure of acceptable fidelity
which is given by
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Where and represents the samples in original signal
and the samples in reconstructed signal [6-7].
From the Table 1, we can see that using the proposed
algorithm we can get average PRD of about 4.86%,
average CR of about 9 and quality score (QS) (QS =
CR/PRD) of about 1.9

Table 1. Performance of perposed method on 18 ECG data files in terms of the
Compression ratio (CR), Percentage root mean square difference (PRD) and
Quality score (QS)
Data
CR
PRD
QS
100
9
4.0093
2.24
101
9
4.5197
1.99
102
9
3.8841
2.317
103
9
5.2277
1.723
104
9
4.4832
2.058
105
9
5.6460
1.59
106
9
5.4012
1.66
116
9
6.2263
1.44
117
9
4.5245
1.99
118
9
5.6261
1.599
119
9
5.1137
1.759
121
9
4.5.73
1.996
122
9
4.5090
1.996
201
9
4.0790
2.201
203
9
6.1006
1.475
205
9
3.7251
2.416
208
9
5.3032
1.697
210
9
4.2999
2.083

Comparison of CR and PRD and QS of various lossy,
lossless and near lossless methods with the proposed
method is given in Table 2. CR of the proposed
method is comparable with the methods [17, 20, 14,
21, 22. 26] and PRD of the proposed method is
comparable with the methods [20, 14,23]. The CR=9
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and PRD=4.86 of the proposed method is comparable
with other methods but overall quality score QS=1.9
is comparable with methods [14, 20].
The Compression and decompression of the proposed
method are fast and easy to implement. Simplicity of
the algorithm makes one greedy to use in portable
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and mobile ECG data monitoring system.
Table 2. Comparison of proposed method with other methods
S. No.
Algorithm
PRD
CR
QS
1
Linear prediction
3.5
7.8
2.23
interpolation and
encoding [17]
2
SPHIT [19]
1.18
8
6.78
3
m-AZTEC [20]
25.5
5.6
0.22
4
Fourier descriptors 7.0
7.4
1.06
14]
5
Hilton [21]
2.6
8
3.08
6
Djohan [22]
3.9
8
2.05
7
Shrouf [23]
5.3
11.6
2.19
8
USZZQ
and 2.73
11.06
4.05
Huffman coding of
DSM [24]
9
Fira and Goras 0.61
12.74
20.89
[25]
10
Perceptual
1.24
3.5
2.82
mask[26]
11
Proposed
4.86
9
1.9
Conclusion: A new method for compressing ECG
data in a Lossless manner has been proposed so that
after decompression there will be a very little
difference between the actual and the reconstructed
ECG signal. The novelty of this work is that the
reconstructed signal is nearly exact reproduction of

the original signal and has a moderate CR. The
method achieves good CR with low distortion and
morphological features are well preserved in the
reconstructed signal. The proposed method performs
well in term of QS also.
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